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Sea	  Turtles	  Forever	  
 Punta	  Pargos	  Sea	  Turtle	  Volunteer	  and	  Intern	  Project	  (STF	  VIP)	  	  

Volunteer	  Handbook	  
 

Welcome	  	  
Thank you for taking time to help protect one of the world’s most peaceful and endangered species. We truly 
appreciate your time and help and hope you enjoy your experience while participating with Sea Turtles Forever 
Punta Pargos Sea Turtle Conservation Volunteer and Intern Project (STF VIP).   
 
Mission	  statement	  
Sea Turtles Forever’s mission is to raise awareness in Costa Rican and American communities about the 
importance of protecting sea turtles while actively protecting sea turtle nesting beaches. We intend to drastically 
reduce the illegal harvesting of sea turtle eggs, while also addressing environmental threats, which will help 
increase the currently declining populations of five different sea turtle species.	  
 
Goals	  
Currently our goals include: 
 

1. Patrolling beaches to locate, secure and monitor fresh sea turtle nests so the eggs will not be illegally   
harvested. 

2. Protecting sea turtle nests throughout their cycle to ensure high sea turtle hatch rates. 
3. Raising awareness that sea turtle eggs are still being illegally harvested in Costa Rica and around the 

world. 
4. Educating Costa Ricans and other nationalities about the ecological value of sea turtles in our oceans. 
5. Habitat restoration of sea turtle nesting and foraging areas. 
6. Restoration of coastal and maritime environments through identifying and addressing threats to these 

areas. 
	  
History	  	  
The Punta Pargos Sea Turtle Conservation Project (PPP), began in 2002 with Marc and Rachel Ward and a few 
local residents wanting to protect just one endangered sea turtle nest from being stolen and traded for beer by 
poachers. We saved our very first nest January 1, 2002, and became a US 501c3 charitable organization in 
2004. After conducting several years of protection and monitoring patrols, we were able to identify a rare and 
significant population of nesting Green Sea Turtles as well as smaller populations of Hawksbills, Olive Ridley, 
Leatherbacks and the much-debated Black Sea Turtles. In 2003, Costa Rica passed laws making it illegal to 
harvest sea turtle eggs from beaches without legal authorization, but the laws were blatantly ignored by locals. 
The PPP became efficient at protecting sea turtle nests, and as time went on, many community members began 
standing behind the PPP. Today we are supported by a large majority of the community, and we work in 
cooperation with many other conservation organizations. The PPP averages about 8,000 live hatchlings 
annually. 
 
Partners	  
The PPP works closely with several Costa Rican conservation agencies including the Ministry of the Interior 
Natural Resources, Environment and Telecommunication (MINEA), Area Conservation Tempisque (ACT), 
Santa Cruz Municipality, and Pretoma, as well as cooperatively with several other sea turtle organizations. 
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Map	  of	  area	  

 
  
Protected	  Beaches	  North	  to	  South	  	  
Total area protected by the Punta Pargos Sea Turtle Project is about 6 miles north to south as a bird flies 
Playa Avellanas is located about 10° 13’50.75”N, 85°50’15.40”W. Total beach length about 1 mile. Usual area 
patrolled about ¾ of a mile. 
Playa Lagartillo is located about 10°12’53.14”N, 85°50’07.96”W. Total beach length about .8 of a mile. Usual 
area patrolled about .3 of a mile. 
Playa Callajones is located about   10°11’10.92”N, 85°49’27.20”W. Total beach length about .5 miles. Usual 
area patrolled about .4 of a mile. 
Playa Blanca is located about 10°10’47.18”N, 85°49’09.25”W. Total beach length about .3 miles. Usual area 
patrolled about .3 miles. 
 
* Keep in mind each “usual area patrolled” may be patrolled several times a night. 
* We also occasionally will patrol Negra and Sandy beach identified on map. 
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Protocols/	  Standards	  of	  conduct/General	  information	  
 
Patrol	  Departure	  and	  Schedule	  
Patrols are conducted on turtle time. This means patrols are generally conducted a few hours prior to and a few 
hours after high tide; therefore, the time of the patrol will change almost every night. Patrols generally last 
between 3-6 hours a night and are conducted between 6:00 pm and 6:00 am.  We patrol 7 days a week as well as 
holidays and weekends if it will increase our chances of encountering a turtle and saving a nest. The schedule 
varies daily, so close communication and clarification must occur with the patrol leaders to ensure everyone is 
on time. Please be ready 20 minutes early in case the schedule changes at the last minute. It is normal for the 
patrol time to change, so stay flexible and organized so you will be able to leave with short notice. Be 
prepared!!!!!! It is never okay to ask for a drink off of someone else’s water. Have your gear ready in advance 
so you will be an asset to the team and not an anchor. You will always need:  

• your red filter light  
• a small bag to keep pens, pencils, notebooks, tape measures 
• a small bottle of water.  

You may also want snacks, a backup light, knife, etc. 
 
Patrol	  Uniform	  
The PPP standard uniform is a long-sleeved, dark shirt and full length, dark pants. Close toed shoes are 
mandatory. Individuals will not be allowed to patrol if they are not wearing close toed shoes. We have seen 
many people lose toenails, step on hooks, needles, sharp rocks and more, suffering serious injury. An injury of 
this sort will put you out of commission for several days and subjects you to the risk of staph infection. Please 
wear your shoes! 
 
Insect	  Spray,	  Cologne,	  Perfume	  and	  Scents	  
No insect spray or any other fragrances are allowed on patrol. Turtles are very sensitive ,and studies are being 
conducted to determine the effects of insect sprays on undeveloped sea turtle eggs. The turtles’ sensitivity is 
also why we do not allow smoking on the beach or during patrol. Please let us know prior to patrol any 
medications you are taking and their possible side effects so that we are aware of your situation. 
 
Conversation	  On	  Patrol	  
Please keep discussion focused on the task at hand. Small talk is nice over a cup of coffee, but in the field it is a 
distraction. You don’t want to be in deep conversation about something as you are walking along and 
accidentally step on a poisonous snake. Stay alert and focused on the task at hand and, you will learn a great 
deal while aiding in everyone’s safety. Please keep personal issues and negative attitudes separate from the 
patrol. It is critical that we maintain a supportive and upbeat attitude even at three o’clock in the morning.  
 
Lighting	  
No white light is allowed on the beach without approval by PPP leaders. Use a red filtered light only or no light; 
your eyes will adjust, especially on fuller moons. Your red filter light is your lifeline to safety. Please always 
have it. Have the batteries charged so you have full power when you need it. There will be times when you need 
to determine if that is a snake or a stick you are about to step over. Please do not just flash a white light 
whenever you need to see as you walk down the beach. If you forget your light, follow closely behind someone 
who has one if you are having a hard time seeing. 
 
Please do not take pictures without asking the leader’s permission. Turtles are sensitive to light: flashlights and 
camera flashes and other bright lights. A turtle may abort her nest if she is bothered by the light, or, worse, she 
may leave the nesting area for the rest of the season or longer, significantly impacting the nesting area. If there 
is no PPP staff person to ask, please just refrain from taking pictures. Poachers often use white light, so it is also 
a way to possibly identify a poacher before you encounter each other. 
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If you forget your headlamp, please be prepared to patrol without a light. You can also cover a regular flashlight 
with some sort of red filter and use it in a pinch. Never shine a white light on a turtle. A patrol leader may 
need to do so for some isolated, unusual reason, but it is rarely done. 
	  
Patrol	  Areas 
We usually cover our four main beaches nightly. The order of the beaches patrolled will vary depending on the 
amount of nesting activity at each beach. Beaches from north to south include Play Avellenas, Playa Lagartillo, 
Playa Callajones and Playa Blanca. There are other small beaches in between that we may check periodically 
but which are not a part of our regular patrol. 
 
Approaching	  a	  Turtle	  
When it is clear there is a turtle on the beach, stand back while the leader determines the stage of her nesting. 
Once it is okay, the leader will call you over. Approach the turtle from behind, and never shine your light on her 
face. If there is no PPP staff person available, quietly follow the tracks up to the berm and listen for the sound of 
movement or sand being thrown. Be careful not to disturb the turtle once you have found her; if you cannot 
determine the direction she is facing, slowly and carefully use your RED light to determine which direction she 
is facing and the stage of her nesting event. Quietly step away from the turtle and radio a leader with the 
information. Never shine a white light on a nesting turtle. If necessary, take egg measurements, and when she 
is covering her nest, take turtle measurements; determine if there is a tag as well as other data per the data sheet. 
 
Assisting	  With	  Nesting	  Turtle	  
When a turtle is located on the beach and determined to be in the process of nesting, please be quiet and still to 
avoid scaring the turtle and causing her to leave the nesting site. If the turtle is still in the process of digging her 
nest, you will be asked to sit down on the beach and quietly wait until she has found a suitable location, dug an 
egg chamber, and begun depositing eggs. Once she is in her nesting trance, eggs will be collected by the patrol 
leader or other PPP staff to collect data and be relocated. Once she is finished laying her eggs, she will begin to 
cover her nest, at which point data will be taken such as tag numbers, biometrics, GPS and more. You may be 
asked to assist in the data collection or recording process. Collecting and recording data accurately is of utmost 
importance to uphold scientific validity. If you are unsure, please recheck numbers or ask. It is important that 
talking is limited only to data collection and the task at hand. It is extremely distracting to answer questions 
during the data collection and recording process, so please hold questions until after the event is complete. It is 
always ok to ask for clarification on data, especially if you are the data recorder.  
 
Assisting	  With	  Hatching	  Nest	  
It is very important to visually scan the area to determine if there are baby turtles crawling underfoot. The last 
thing we want is to step on our babies, so please stay calm and aware of their whereabouts. Often there are 
community members or tourists present at a hatch, and they will also need to be managed so they do not step on 
the turtles or interfere with data collection. If possible, please do not handle babies without gloves. The human 
scent attracts the attention of predators. There may be times when this is unavoidable and we will just make do. 
After all the babies are released and safely on their way, we will collect data on the nest. Again, accuracy is 
critical, so please limit discussions to the task at hand.  
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General	  Protocols/	  Standards	  of	  Conduct	  
 
Attendance	  and	  Punctuality	  
We would like volunteers to get the most turtle conservation and research experience out of their time while 
volunteering with the PPP.  We understand this is new for many people, and the hours are grueling. Volunteers 
are not required to attend every patrol but are encouraged to participate as much as possible. If you are going to 
participate in a scheduled patrol, please be ready 20 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time. Oftentimes 
the patrol leaves early; for example, when we are expecting turtles.	  
 
Absence	  Without	  Notice	  
Please give advanced notice if you will be absent from patrol. We plan ahead and will be counting on you to 
assist with the monitoring and research patrols. If you cannot give advance notice, please personally speak to a 
patrol leader so he or she will know you will not be on the team that night. 
  
Sexual	  Harassment	  
No sexual advances, comments, or relations are allowed amongst volunteers or volunteers and the PPP staff at 
any time. Any behavior of the sort will lead to immediate dismissal from the project. Even if there is no sexual 
relationship, behavior that appears to be part of a sexual relationship, including flirting or manipulative 
behavior, is included and will be cause for dismissal.  
 
Attire	  
Professional clothing is required at all times while participating with the PPP, including sleepwear, casual wear, 
and patrol clothing. It is hot in Costa Rica; however, we expect our volunteers to wear respectable clothing that 
indicates they are a professional.  A patrol uniform  is expected to be worn by everyone on patrol. 
 
Public	  Image	  
Volunteers that come to Los Pargos/Playa Negra are seen by the community as a part of the PPP and therefore 
represent the project. Please behave in a respectable manner that displays professionalism while out and about 
in the community.  
  
Substance	  Abuse	  
Alcohol and drugs are strictly prohibited from any PPP facility or activity. While working with the PPP, we 
expect volunteers to be conservation minded and to participate in the project for the sake of the turtles and 
environment, not for a social experience. If any alcohol or drugs have been consumed by volunteers within 8 
hours prior to patrol, they will not be allowed to participate on patrol. If a volunteer appears to be intoxicated at 
any time while working with the project, he or she will be immediately excused from the project. If a volunteer 
is under the age of 21 and has consumed any alcohol or drugs, he or she will also be immediately dismissed 
from the project.  Please let us know prior to patrol about any medications you are taking and their possible side 
effects so that we are aware. 
 
Tobacco	  Products	  
Turtles are very sensitive, so no smoking of any kind is allowed in the patrol vehicle or while on the beach. 
Smoking may or may not be allowed on the property where volunteers will be housed. It will depend on the 
property owner’s rules. However, there is never any smoking allowed inside the cabins. Please do not dispose 
of butts in garbage receptacles inside the cabins or in your pockets. People are usually unaware when they smell 
like smoke, so this is just a precaution to help eliminate the danger of offending a turtle.  
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Communications	  
Please feel free to communicate with any of the PPP staff and directors. However, if you have a problem or a 
concern, please discuss it 1 hour prior to or post patrol and keep the patrol time focused on the turtles. If you 
have questions about something that is taking place on patrol, please don’t ask questions while someone is 
taking data. Write down your question and ask it when the leader is not in the middle of his/her work.  
If you have a problem with a staff member, please bring it to the attention of Rachel or Marc Ward. If you have 
a problem with Marc Ward, please bring it to the attention of Rachel or Joey. If you have a problem with 
Rachel, please bring it to the attention of Marc or Joey. 
 
Probationary	  Period/Performance	  Review	  
For people interested in working long term with the project, there are two-week, four-week and six- week 
probationary periods. During this time the volunteer/intern will be assessed for: the ability to abstain from drugs 
and alcohol, number of patrols participated in, punctuality, professionalism, ability to take data, species 
identification, insubordination, personality, overall fit and more. If you are interested in staying long-term, 
please ask for the volunteer evaluation form in advance so you will know what this evaluation will be based on. 
   
Corrective	  Action	   	  
We know this work can be grueling and emotional, so we try to be understanding of minor lapses in good 
judgment. If we feel there has been a minor breach of conduct, we will simply ask you to alter the behavior. If 
there has been a major breach of conduct, you will be asked to leave the project immediately. Any behavior that 
has a negative impact on the project or PPP Directors, staff, or other volunteers will not be tolerated, and the 
person with the poor behavior will be dismissed from the project. 
 
Days	  Off	  
If you know you want certain days off, please let us know in advance so we can adjust the schedule. 
	  
Free	  Time	  
Your days are mostly free to do whatever you want. We suggest snorkeling so you can explore our turtles’ 
regular habitat. We also strongly advise using the daytime to catch up on sleep and not overdoing it during the 
day, which could wipe you out for patrol. It is of utmost importance that our team stays well rested and in good 
spirits for patrol. An obviously overtired person who has a hard time keeping up with our fast pace, performing 
duties, or maintaining a positive attitude will be relieved from the patrol early that night. If you feel too tired to 
patrol or have worked seven days straight, be sure to ask for a night off. We try to schedule one to two nights 
off a week for each person on our team.   
 
Safety	  	  
We want all our volunteers and staff to be safe at all times. Please follow the protocols we have established for 
your safety and the safety of others. Any actions/behavior that puts the safety of our volunteers and staff at risk 
will be closely evaluated and corrective action determined. However, please keep in mind a significant part of 
the PPP is anti-poaching patrols, so there may be times when our staff and volunteers come into contact with a 
person who is not happy our team is there. The best way to handle the situation is to let the leader do the 
talking. At no time do we want our volunteers or staff to engage in any physical or verbal confrontations with 
poachers or drunken people walking the beach or roads or around town. Our staff has lived with most of these 
people and knows how to deal with them, so please listen to them and take their lead. Should you feel unsafe 
with a situation, please let us know at a convenient time, and we will discuss the issue. 
  
Medical	  Attention	  
Should you need medical attention and are not sure what to do, please let us know and we will determine the 
best means of action. There are small hospitals in Tamarindo and Santa Cruz that can assist with most medical 
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conditions.  Please let us know, prior to patrol, any medications you are taking and their possible side effects so 
we are aware. 
 
Office	  Hours	  
You are welcome to come to the headquarters to talk with Marc between the hours of 8:00 am and 6:00 pm 
unless otherwise arranged.  The office is closed daily two hours prior to patrol unless otherwise arranged.  
Please remember that PPP staff members have been working on this grueling schedule since October so often 
are sleeping during the day. 
 
Housing	  Protocols	  
 
Visitors	  in	  the	  House	  
PPP has strict policy that no outside visitors are allowed inside the cabins. The only people allowed in a cabin 
are the people assigned to and sleeping in that cabin. If you meet someone in the community, we highly 
recommend you keep your socialization to the beach or restaurants. Do not invite them back for dinner or to 
hang out around the PPP volunteer housing without prior authorization from Rachel or Marc. If you want to 
visit someone who is staying in a different cabin, you will need to do so outside on the porch, beach or 
elsewhere. Cabins are strictly reserved for the people sleeping in them. 
 
Food	  and	  Cleaning	  
If you are preparing food and using dishes, please wash and put way immediately. Lack of cleanliness with food 
will cause an infestation of a large variety of insects and animals. Do not eat other people’s food unless you 
have some sort of prior arrangement with them. Please keep food in sealed containers to keep out insects and 
avoid infestation. Wipe down counters and replace chairs. 
 
Attire	   	  
At times we have co-ed housing and require volunteers to wear modest, non-revealing pajamas as well as casual 
wear. Professional clothing is expected at all times while participating on the project. 
 
What	  to	  Do	  When	  Community	  Members	  Report	  Turtle	  Activity?	  
When someone reports any kind of turtle activity, get as much data as you can as outlined on the data sheet. If 
you personally see the turtle, get as much data as possible and immediately report it to Marc, Rachel, or Joey. 
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Punta	  Pargos	  Sea	  Turtle	  Conservation	  Project	  	  
Definitions, Abbreviations and Types of Field Data for Data Forms 

 
Definitions and types of nesting activity 
Abort= Turtle stops nesting attempt and leaves without laying eggs and is not present at time of discovery. 

False Crawl= Turtle not present at time of discovery. 

Head Diameter= Measurement of turtle’s head in mm. 

In-situ= Natural environment 

Live False Crawl= Turtle is present at time of discovery. 

Live abort= Turtle stops nesting attempt and leaves without laying eggs but is present at time of discovery. 

Live Save= Successful nest laid, eggs saved and turtle is present. 

Live save w/ tagged turtle= Successful nest laid by turtle, eggs saved, turtle tagged. 

Name tagged as= Name given to turtle at time of tagging. 

Nest #= Number of saved nest recorded. 

Predated= Successful nest laid but eggs eaten by animals. 

Robbed= Successful nest laid by turtle but was poached prior to its discovery. 

Save= Successful nest laid and eggs saved but no turtle present. 

Abbreviations 

AT= Air temperature 

CCL & CCW = Curved Carapace length & width of turtles shell. 

D = Dead turtle. 

ET= Total number of eggs 

GPS= Latitude and Longitude coordinates recorded by GPS receiver ex: N10° 11.259, W 085° 49.454. 

HD= Head diameter 

LNZ= Left flipper tag number 

LS = Limb span  

M=Moved eggs  

N/A = No activity 

ND= Nest depth  

NT= Nest temperature   

RNZ= Right flipper tag number 

R=Robbed 

S= Save (Eggs left in-situ)  

SP =Species  
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NOTES	  
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Punta	  Pargos	  Sea	  Turtle	  Conservation	  Project  
Nest Data Form 

 
Information on this form should be recorded for every type of nesting activity. Please ask for clarification if 
needed. This form is very thorough; however, there may be additional data that may need to be recorded other 
than what is here. If so, make notes and give to the director or patrol leader. 

 
Date: DD/MM/YYYY 

Time: 07:00 (military time) 

Location: Playa Avellanas, N Lagartillo, S. Lagartillo, Playa Negra, Sandy’s, N. Callajones, S. Callajones, N. 

Playa Blanca, S. Playa Blanca or name of other location. 

Name of people present on the beach and that assisted with nest: Ex: Marc, William, Lisa, Lindsey, etc. 

Name of person recording data: Ex: Lindsey 

 
Activity - Write one of the following in to describe type of activity. 

1. N/A = No activity 

2. False Crawl= Turtle not present at time of discovery. 

3. Live False Crawl= Turtle is present at time of discovery. 

4. Abort= Turtle stops nesting attempt and leaves without laying eggs and not present at time of discovery. 

5. Live abort= Turtle stops nesting attempt and leaves without laying eggs but is present at time of 

discovery. 

6. Robbed= Successful nest laid by turtle but was poached prior to its discovery. 

7.  Save= Successful nest laid and eggs saved but no turtle present. 

8. Live Save= Successful nest laid, eggs saved and turtle is present. 

9. Live save w/ tagged turtle= Successful nest laid by turtle, eggs saved turtle tagged. 

10. Predated= Successful nest laid but eggs eaten by animals. 

11. Dead Turtle= Self explanatory. 
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Punta	  Pargos	  Sea	  Turtle	  Conservation	  Project	  	  
 

 Nest Data Form 
 

For each activity type include the following data 
Activity Type Data Taken 
1.  N/A No data 

2. False Crawl SP, LS 

3. Live False Crawl SP, LS, CCL & CCW, HD 

4.Abort Sp, LS, GPS 

5.Live abort SP, LS, GPS, Name tagged as (name), LNZ, RNZ 

6.Robbed SP, LS, GPS 

7.Save Nest #, M or S= eggs, SP, LS, GPS 

8.Live Save Nest #, M, SP, LS, CCW, CCL, GPS, Named tagged 

as (name), LNZ, RNZ, HD, measurements on 10 egg 

diameters, ET, ND, NT, AT, physical description of 

location ex: at base on R. side of Manzanillo tree north 

of south trail, triangulated and marked with sticks. 

 

9.Live save w/ tagged turtle Nest #, M, SP, LS, CCW, CCL, GPS, LNZ, RNZ, HD, 

measurements on 10 egg diameters in mm, ND, NT, 

AT, physical description of location ex: at base on R. 

side of Manzanillo tree north of south trail, 

triangulated and marked with sticks. 

10.Predated Explanation of occurrence any data that can be taken. 

11. Dead Turtle 
	  

SP, GPS, CCW, CCL, description of physical damage 

(hook, net tear to fin, shell damage etc), stage of 

decomposition 1-4. 1= fresh & 4=decomposed. 

 
Comments: Unusual occurrence environmental, people, animal interaction, etc. Example: Ant eater on the 
beach or three Ticos carrying large pain of glass down beach, etc.  
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Punta	  Pargos	  Sea	  Turtle	  Conservation	  Project  
 Egg Exhumation Form 

 
Information on this form should be recorded for every type of nest reclamation activity. Please ask for clarification if 
needed. This form is very thorough however there may be additional data that may need to be recorded than what is here. 
If so make notes and give to the director or patrol leader. 
 
Abbreviations/Definitions: 
AT= Air temperature. 
ET= Total number of Eggs. 
GPS= Latitude and Longitude coordinates from GPS ex: (N 10° 11.259 & W 085° 48.454). 
HT= Total number of hatchlings. 
ND= Nest depth. 
NT= Nest temperature. 
#DIN= Number of dead in nest. 
#LIN= Number of live hatchlings in nest. 
#PIP= Number of pipped and by what (fly larva, ants, beetles, etc). 
#UD= Number of undeveloped eggs. 
#YLK= Number of yolkless eggs. 
SCL= Straight carapace length, measured with digital calipers instead of CCL measured with tape. 
SCW= Straight carapace width, measured with digital calipers instead of CCL measured with tape. 
 
Date: MM/DD/YY   &   Date nest started hatching: MM/DD/YYY 

Time: 5:00pm (not military time). 

Location: Playa Avellanas, N Largatillo, S. Largatillo, Playa Negra, Sandy’s, N. Callajones, S. Callajones, N. 

Playa Blanca, S. Playa Blanca or name of other location. 

Person recording data: Ex: Lindsey 

 
Live Hatch (witnessed babies emerging)   
 Nest # 

 SP 

ND 

NT  

AT 

GPS 

ET 

HT 

#UD 

#DI N 

#PIP 

#YLK 

#LIN    

	  	  	  	  	  	  SCL	   	   SCW	  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Take 10  
random baby 
turtles from 
nest, 
measure and 
record SCL 
& SCW for 
each turtle. 

Exhumation only (not witnessed) 
Nest # 

 SP 

 ND 

NT 

AT  

GPS 

ET 

HT 

#UD 

#DIN  

#PIP 

#YLK 

#LIN 
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NOTES	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


